South Chapel N - Existing and Removals

1. Detach lightning conductor tape from south west corner and earth for the duration of the works.
2. Carefully lift lead overcloak of passageway linings to either side then take up existing lead roof covering, point ventilators (4no.), parapet gutter lining and cover flashings from each abutment. Retain dated plaques and hand to the College CotW then transport all remaining lead to foundry for recasting.
3. Take up and cart away modern batten rolls, sarking boards, sub-structure and associated fixings.
4. Clear debris from roof void for inspection by the CA.

Note: Drawings based on 2008 survey. Abutment dimensions vary across the side chapel roofs, and in some instances, across their length. All dimensions to be checked on site.

Detal D01 - North abutment, approx 1:10
Detail D02 - Intermediate step, approx 1:10
Detail D03 - Step into parapet gutter, approx 1:10

Roof Plan, South Chapel N, 1:50

Section B-B' 1:50

Existing view looking west
Existing view looking east

String course depth and existing structure unknown

Detal D02 - Intermediate step, approx 1:10

Detal D03 - Step into parapet gutter, approx 1:10